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INTRODUCTION 

Attaining effectiveness in college education is a complex process which -is 

contingent upon many factors both tangible and untangible. Among them, the 

environment itself has recently come to be recognized as instrumental. This 

recent recognition of the impact of the environment on the behavior of the 

student has elicited some distinct types of activities which are being classed under 

the heading of “ecosystem." These activities inc1ude: 1) research on student and 

college interaction; 2) the development of programs and policies that are either 

preventive or developmental in nature; 3) a focus on large groups of students; and 

4) redesign of the basic physical, organizational and social campus environment. 

(9, p. vii). Growing awareness of the importance of these factors has redirected 

the function of student services away from restrictive measures and toward 

development activities. 

Modeis and instruments have been developed to aid in assessing existing 

environments and designing substitute environments. Studies and experiments 

have also been conducted with the ecosystem, as that new concept has been 

developed in the past decade. 

This paper will attempt to summarize some basic knowledge on this topic 

gained by reading aÍld examining important and conclusive works. 

For the convenience of discussion, materials will be categorized, analyzed, 

and discussed here in the following order. 

1) ecosystem perspective, related definition, origin, and theoretical background; 
2) models and methodologies 凶ed 恆 environment assessment; 
3) model application andvarious studies; and 
4) source materials and bibliographies. 
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Ecosystem Perspective, Related De鉛titions ， or站恤，

and 'TheoreticaI Background 

, Definitions 

Eco砂Jstem:

According to The New Encyclopedia Britanica, (19, pp. 281-282)，可he word 

ecosystem is a contraction of ecological system." “Ecology" was derived from a 

Greek word meaning "‘house". The root meaning of ecology, however, has been 

seized upon and broadened from its former rather narrowly academic definition. 

It is used today to refer to the study of the totality of man and his environment. 

The word “syst~m" has been defined as a group of regularly interacting and 

interdependent components forming a unified whole. Ecosystem, which has 

usuallybeen used ín an anthropocentric sense, is now being adopted by other 

disciplines whenever there is an interaction between manand the environment. 

Ecosystem in the college and university setting: 

Asnoted by John Schuh, in “ Implementing the Ecosystem Model" (28) , the 

cal.npus ecosystem is concerned with the “fit" between students and their envi

ronment. “Fit" is defined as the interaction between individuals and their envi

ronment, or how an environment affects people, their work, their leisure, and 

their personal growth. It arises from a reconceptualization of the role of educa

tors, who are now moving from controlling students to serving students, including 

the current emphasis on their development. Emphasis is placed on self-direction 

of student behavior through environmental management methods. (24, p. 51) 

From an increased knowledge of human ecology, sÍl:ldents and staff can develop 

a broad band of environment management s仗trat臼e唔g斟i臼 which can foster mu叫11山1t討id刮i

mens洹ionωO叫∞咖na叫la

Ecosystem Perspective: 

Ecosystem perspective, according to Paul and Morrill (20), is a point of 

view which suggests that the output of both students and offerings in the campus 

environment is benefitted by eliminating incongruence between them. 
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It -is also identified by Hurst (1 2) as a powerful function in a college or 

university, which is just as essential to the development of an institution as diag

nos函， introspection, and behavior changes are essential to the development of the 

individual. 

Eco是ystem Approach andfor Eco秒'stem Process: 

This approach/process viewed by L R. Kaiser and cited by Lois A. Huebner 

(1 0, pp. 1-2), is concerned with the creation of campus environments which po

tentiate students as physical, mental, social, arid spiritual beings. It is an attempt 

made to reduce student problems,. not through the treatment of students, but 

through treatment of the environment which shapes student behavior. According 

to Hurst in his artic1e,“App1ication of the Ecosystem Perspe', tives to a Dean of 

Students Office" (12), the u1timate aim is to bri.ng about the intentional design 

of the campus environment for optimal student development. This beHef is 

confirmed by Schuh in. his artic1e on “Assessment and Redesign in Residence 

Halls", where he writes: “The ecosystem approach to environmental assessment 

. and redesign is an excellent tool tó use in studying the student environment, and 

in making institutional changes that meet student needs." (25 , p. 23) This ap

proach has great uti1ity as it provides a mechanism by which students and others 

can not only evaluate certain aspects of their environment but also participate 

in the redesign project by making suggestions and recommendations for change. 

(25 , p. 24) 

Schuh also points out the hest aspect of the ecosystem process: “It can be 

adapted to variowl size populations. The complexity can vary from simply 

examining residence life to assessing the impact of many student services on 

residential students." (25 , p. 34) The environments of academic departments, 
di知vi包Sions， and colleges can be examined effectively by using this proc臼es鉛s. 111 many 

ways, the use of the ecosystem process can providc an excellent method of de

partmental self-study, since students and facuIty can share their perceptions of 

the environment created for departmental teaching, learning, research, and 

service. (25 , p. 35) 

The following experts in campus environment have identified and discussed 

in their works several routine steps of a typical ecosystem approach: 

Lois Huebner in “Emergent Issues of Theory and Practice" (I O) , 
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John Schuh in “Assessment and Redeisgn in Residence Ha11s" (25), and in “ Imple. 

menting the Ecosystem Model" (28), 
Ursula Delworth in ‘“‘叮'Deω叫s剋i伊i泊ngCampus Ec∞oωsyst紛em" (2均)， an

Stephen C. Paul in “Applying the Ecosystems Perspective to Ecosystems Pers. 

pective" (20) 

The typical steps are: 

1) some effort to gain institutional or area support for the project; 

2) the establishment ofworking group (planning group or team) composed of 

representativ'es of the major constituencies in the setting; 

3) 也.e design of the project，卸clud組g instrument construction; 

4) data colIection; 

5) data ana1ysis; 

6) interventions based on the data, often including the dissernination of analyz. 

ed data to the original respondents or to subunits responsible for the various 

area assessed , (or carrying out redesign); and 

7) evaluation. 

The ecosystem approach is founded on the general empirical evidence that satisfac

tion achievement, personal growth, and physical and psychological health are 

related to the interaction of the personal and ertvironmental variables. (25 , p. 12) 

This new campus ecology approach brings attention to principles and data 

which have frequently been neglected or ignored, and it draws together a workable 

methodology for applying complex theories and notions. 

Eco砂'stem Design Philosophy: 

The following five themes of ecosystem design philosophy conceived by 

Kaiser and reported by Huebner highlight the essence of ecosystem: (10, p. 12) 

1) the campus environment consists .of alI the stimuli that impinge upon the 

students' sensory modalities, including physical, che叫c祉， biological, and 

social stimulation; 

2) a transactional relationship exists between colIege students and their caìnpus 

environment; that is, the students shape their environment and are shaped 

by it; 

3) every student possesses the capacity for a wide spectrum ofpossible behaviors; 
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since 位mpus environmeI).t may facilitàte or inhibit any one of these be
haviors, the c也npus should be intemationaJ.1.y designed to offer ~pportunities， 

incentives, and reinforcements for growth and development; 
4) because of the wide range of indi討dua1 differences among studen俗， fitting 

the 個mpus envirorunent to the students requires the creation of a wide varie

ty of subenvironments; and 
5) successful 開mpus design depends upon input ftom every sector of the 

C的npus community, including students, faculty, staff, administration; and 

trustees or regents. 

Origin and Theoretica1 Backgro'und 

Ear1y in the 1960's, ecologists were concerned about the effect of physical 

environment. 

The community psychology movement of the 1960s and 1970s brought with 

it a return to interactionism and concern for the immediate person-environment 

situation. The campus戶based version of this movement took place in the 1970s 

and has remained a force within the student services and counseling literature of 

this decade. Community psychology and campus ecology cite the interactionist 

and situationist literatl.!re of the past fifty years as rationale and defense for their 

orientation. Their advocates, however, have made only minimal attempts to 

predicate intervention strategies or specific intervention on this data-theory base 

(1 0, pp. 4-5). Instead several applied disciplines within psychology have been 

called upon when initiating campus community interventions. These ~pplied. 

disciplines include social psychology, organizational psychology, and human 

development (developmental psychology). 

Interest in the ecosystem developed in the early 1970's out of concern for 

the mental health of the students. It has since attempted to encompass all aspects 

of the environment that act on students and the inner andouter space of indivi

duals, including social and interpersonal factors. (2, pp. 40-44). 

S. L Heskeyy and W. B. Walsh in their article “ Differential Perceptions of 

College Environment", identified that the place of residency might affect student 

perceptions of the college envitonment, and therefore, possibly the impact of 

the environment on students. (7, p. 182) 

In 1977, Schroeder and Freesh reported in their study entitled,“Applying 

Environmental Management Strategies in Residence Halls" that recent publica-
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tions in psychology and behavioral science rlwealed an incìcasing interest in con

ceptualizing and structuring environments which would maximize the probabilities 

of human growth, satisfaction, and effectiveness. (2日

The theoretical basis of the campus ecosystem movement thus can be traced 

to the issues of person-environment relationship which has been dea1t in com

munity psycthology, organization psychology, and counseling psychology. (1 0, 
p.4) 

Models, Methodologies and Ins個lments

Models: 

Once the ideological and conceptual groundwork was laid for the develop

nent of campus assessment and redesign schemes, the need for guides in their 

mplementation began to become evident in about 1975. 

Huebner developed a schematic model ,of person-environment interaction 

(Appendix 1), which aids in fitting together various aspects of person-environment 

interaction as they bccur within an organizational setting. However, Huebner felt 

that this model was too complex to serve as a pattem for most assessment-in

tervention efforts. (1 0, p. 9-1 1) 

The methodology developed to support environmental a:ssessment and 

redesign in the ecosystem model consists of the fo l1owing components: assessing 

student perceptions of their environment, soljclting recommendations for chang

ing their environment, and soliciting recommendations for redesigning the envi

ronment to meet student needs. (27) 

The fo l1owing models identified by Huebner (1 0, p. 3) have served as guides 

in the implementation of the ecosystem: 

1) Huebner and Corazzini Model of 1978: It is adynamic model for 

assessing and designing campus environments, integrating a variety of theoretica1 

positions and acknowledging the individuality of each student's interaction with 

the colIege environment. (1 3, p. 100) 

2) Aulepp and Delworth Model of 1976: A model for creating campus 

environments that promote learning and personal development. (1 3, p. 99) 

3) A model developed for a campus ecosystem “design center" to COOT

dinate campus-wide assessment and intervention nefforts by WICHE (Westem 

Interstate Commission of Higher Education) documents and one version presented 
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by Fawce仗， Huebner, and Banning (1 978) (1 3, p. 104) , 

4) Special housing model developed by Daher , Corazzi剖， and McKinnon 

in 1977. 

5) A model for use in data collection and intervention on a campus-wide 

basis developed by Conyne in 1975. 

In addition, a Multiple Perspective Model was developed by Stephen Paul in 

1978 to aid in the exploration of potential variables both personal and environ

menta1. (20, p. 92). 

A model which represents a framework for app1ying theecosystem pers

pective has been developed specially for the purpose of identifying interactional 

mismatches between students' and their campus environment. Unlike other 

int~ractional models which were developed for descriptive or comparative pur

poses, the ecosystem model is an action model. It usually follows the same 

sequence of steps out1ined by Huebner (20, p. 86). Models are developed to 

provide guidelines for system assessment and intervention that can be adapted to 

varied types of setting and target problems. (20, p. 87) 

Levels o[ Ecosystem Redes旬n:

Three levels of intervention … macrodesign, microdesign, and individual (life 

space) 一 are avai1able for this process. Macrodesign as demonstrated by the 

Treadway project (30) focuses on the totál student population. M~cro-level in

tervention concerns recognized subgroups such as the Schuh (25) and the Huebner 

(11) studies respectively on residence hall and medical students. Life space design 

on the other hand is carried out with individuals. (20, p. 87) 

Instruments: 

The following instruments are usua11y used to conduct environmental 

assessment surveys: 

University Residence Environment Scale (URES): 

This scale contains one hundred items grouped on ten subscales under the 

following four headings: 

1) relationship dimensions (involvement and emotional support); 2) personal 

growth and development dimensions (independence, tradition, social ρrientation， 

competition, academic achievement, and intel1ectuality); 3) system maintenance; 
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and 4) system change dimension (order and organization, student influence, and 一

innovation). 

It can be used to help understand complex environmental influences on 

students. This instrument is explicit1y discussed by De Young in “Expectation, 

Perceptions and Change in University Student Residence Climate," (3) andMoos' 

several works (1 7, 18). Also in four chapters of .the University Stude.nt Living 

Group (1 6, pp. 22-113), Moos explained University Residence Environment 

Scale in detail with samples and graphs. 

In addition to 白llege and University Environment Scales (CUES), and 

College Student Questionnaire (CSQ), the University Residence Envifonment 

Scale (URES) is also cOl1sidered by John Schuh as one of the standard iristruments 

to be used. (25 , p. 28). 

Environmental.References (ER) are especially useful instrumèrit in ascertain

ing reactions. Open-end surveys of this nature sometimes bring out hidden prob

lems as well as recommendations. 

Biographical and Experience Questionnaire (BEQ) is also an effective means 

öf assessing residence hall climates and student characteristics, since important 

psychsocial factors might be linked to changes in career orientatiori, self"evalua

tion, self三description and feelings, physical symptoms, and use of health supple

ments. 

Another effective instrument is College Characteristics lndex which has been 

fully explained by Ivey in his study: “Differential Perceptions of College Envi

ronments Student Personnel, Staff and Students.'" (1 3, pp. 17-2 1) The I~dex 

includes the following eleven factors: aspiration level, intellectual climate , student 

integrity, academic 'climate, academic achievement, self-expression, group life, 
social form, play work, academic örganization, and vocational climate. 

Sank introduced the Naturalistic data sampling instrument by using the 

exact words that students include in their description. It has been used effective

ly in person-perception studies in personality and leadership research (22, pp. 

405-407). 

Application and Studies 

“Environmental Redesign Program for Residehce Halls" (1) reports a syste

matic program implemented at Colorado State University. The Resident Environ-
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ment Ad'aptation Program (REAP) is designed to he~p students identify the 

different components of their environment by providing a structure for the dis

cussion and evaluation of the environment and, where desired, the ide'ntification 

of means for improvements. The five-stage process aims at modifying the living 

environments a residence hall. 

“ Design Campu8 Ecosystems" (2) traces the development of the ecosystem , 

states the seven basic steps out1ined by Kaiser, explains the ways of annotating 

perceptions/ and demonstrates them with samples from the University .of Arizona. 

“Effect of Emergency Housing Faci1ities Upon Adjustment and Grade 

Point Average" was a study conducted by Goldman at the State University of 

New York (5). It int.ended to determine if living in emergency housing accom

modations affected either the students actjustments and/or their semest缸's grade

point average. It was measured by Mooney's “Problem Checklist and California 

Test of Personality." It conc1uded that college students appeared to be capable 

of adapting to the inconveniences of emergency housing condition for brief 

periods of time. Neither the students' adjustment nor their semester gradepoint 

aveiages were affected. 

H. Greenberg conducted a study Assessing the Needs o[ Married Students 

and Their Families at lndiana to determine the following: 1) What are the'most 

frequently experienced problems? 2) What problems do married couples believe 

that the university has the responsibi1ity to resolve? (6) The needs of married 

students were found to be more complex than those of single students. It was fe1t 

that the institution should provide not only physical amenities but also SOcial, 
informational, recreational, psychological and health services. 

“Differential Perceptions of College Environment" (7) investigated the 

perceptions of three different groups - management staff, personnel staff, and 

student officers - of the university environment. Using the Col1ege and University 

bnvironmnet Scale, it attempted to determine if these three different. grouPs 

working 、 and interacting with students varied in their perceptions of the environ

ment. The results indicated that the management group perceived a stronger 

environmental press of al1 five of the, CUE dimensions. No differences were found , 

however, between the perceptions of the personnel grQup and those of the stu

dents 
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1) environmental options, 

2) student development needs, and 
3) human interaction categories. 

Architectural agreements' affecting the living environmnet were discussed. 

Ways in which residence hall staff members could effect optimallearning oppor

tunities by matching various environment options to consonant student needs 

were also discussed. 

Huebner reported an ecosystem model in the School of Medicine at the 

University of Missouri using the Medical School Environmental Stress Inventory 

(MSESI) with a Likert-type' scale. It was an effort to integrate student services 

into a primary function of the university. Different from the traditional models, 
the process here was amplified to ten steps and covered three additional assess

ment phases. (11) 

In his article “Application of Ecosystem Perspective to a Dean oJ Students 

Office," Hurst described the application of the . ecosystem perspective of the 

functioning of a dean öf students office at the University of.Texas. (12) An 

Environmnetal Assessment and Intervention Team was organized for the processes 

of assessment and design. The ecosystems perspective should be extended beyond 

the dean of students office. 

“ Differential Perceptions of College Environments Student Personnel, Staff 

and Student" is a study which examines perceptions of the campus environment 

at land-grant universities as held by student personnel staff, dormitory. head resi

dents, and student bodies. It was found that although student personnel workers 

and 、 head residents had simi1ar functions and goals, their perceptions of the en

vironments varied significantly. The instrument used in this study was the College 

Characteristics Index. (1 3) 

“Differential Impact of University Student Living Groups" (1 5) assessed the 

impact of university student living groups on the personal and social development 

of freshmen. The social environments of forty-two student 1iving groups were 

measured by URES. The results suggested that the social environmènts of uni- , 

versity student living groups mighthave different impacts on the social and per

sonal development of university freshmen over and above the generàl impact of 

the overall college or university. 

Moos provided information on the differences between students entering 

co-educational and single-sex university dormitories, and identified the different 
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effects of these living arrangements on male and female students by using BEQ 

and URES. (1 7) 

In. his study of university student living groups (1 8) Moos selected samples 

. of 100 student living groups from a large n叫ional sample of 168 living groups 

drawn from 16 colleges and university campuses. Using URES he identified five 

distinct c1usters of student living groups. The c1usters showed systematic dif

ferences in sex composition, size, and institutional affi1iation. Different c1usters 

of living groups have different impacts on students. 

Paul and Morril1's “Applying the Ecosystems Perspective to the Ecosystems" 

(20) reviewed the reasons for applying the ecosystem perspective and evaluated 

the assessment and redesign processes of the four studies done by Schuh (25), 

Huebner, (1 0), Treadway (30), and Hurst (12). It is a summary , a critique, and a 

review of the entire process and theory of ecosystem perspective. 

Robringer's article (21) entitled “Style of Living Means More Than Style of 

Bui1ding", encourages architects to design dormitories according to how students 

actually live rather than how they should live. It suggests that good residential 

colleges should be designed from the inside out ~nd not from the outside in. 

Bui1ding upon the experience of the University of British Columbia, he proposes 

that the rules and regulations of a dormitory should be renamed “Standards in 

Residence" so as to foster desirable person-to-person relationships instead oî 

being viewed as hard rules. 

Scheidt's replication of W. Torman's study is entit1ed “Birth Order Com

patibility and Same Sex Dyads." (23) It provides evidence that the birth/order/ 

interpersonal compatibility relationship applies to same-sex dyads of both males 

and females. It off~rs consistent support to the successful application ofTorman's 

theory that “opposite sex relationships exhibit interpersonal stability to the degree 

that dyad members are compatible for birth order." 

Schroeder and Fresh (24) described the practical application of a number of 

environment management strategies in structuring a living-learning center for 

engineering students at Auburn University. A Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was 

used to match roommates. 

“Assessment and Redesign in Residence Halls" described the application of 

the ecosystem perspective at Arizona State University and Indiana University. 

(25) The ecosystem process provided a me 
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making suggestions and recommendations for change. The projects involved 

many parties: admission, financial aids, student health services, memorial union, 

food service, campus po1ice, and dean of students. At Indiana, it involved the 

departments of Residence Hall and Hall of Residence. This elaboration on the 

five-stage process provided very helpful and c1eàr-cut information on the ecosys

tem process. 

“Implementing the Ecosystem Model" described further the application of 

ecosystem perspective at Arizona State University (28) which had also been des

cribed in the Assessment and Redesign inResidence Halls." (25) 

“A Comparison of Men's and Women's Perceptions of Residence Håll Faci1i

ties" (26) attempted to determine how men's perceptions of the adequacy of 

residence、 hall faci1ities differed from women's perceptions. The findings led to 

therecommendation that the sex of the building occupants should be considered 

and residence halls should be designed with adequate flexibi1ity to accommodate 

the needs of both sexes. 

“The Effect of Building Design on Student Resident Perceptions" (27) pre., 

sented the results of a study il}dicating that a building's physical desi~n and struc

ture had an effect on studentjresident perceptions of residence ~all staff effec

tiveness. This project done at Arizona State Universitý indicated that those who 

occupy isolated rooms had different perceptions from those occupying rooms 

along normal traffic routes. 

“ Effect of Overassignment to Residence Hall Rooms" reported that crowded 

housing at Western Illinois University did not have negative effects on adjuitment 

for college. (29) 

Treadway's model application of ecosystem perspective for a campuswide 

assessment at Eastern Otegon State College is a typical example of macro-level 

intervention. (30) 

SOURCE MA TERIALS AND BIBLIOGRAPI宜ES

The following two bibliographies are helpful in locating additional references 

in this field: 

1) Assessing Student Development 的 the Residential Environmnet, edited 

by Ebbers and Stoner (4) is an annotated bibliography of some sixty selected 

research papers, artic1es, dissertations, and monographs. The entriesare arrangeq 
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under four headings: Organization and Administration, Programming in Resident 

Halls, Residence Hall Personne1, and Counselling in Residence Halls. The dates of 

these pub1ications range from 1934 to 1973. 

2) The Annotated References edited by Janet Lewis suggest more recent 

materia1s (twenty-two books) in this fie1d , (1 4) which updates the above work. 

CONCLUSION 

The recent1y deve10ped ecosystem perspective brings a new impetus to the 

administration of higher education. It is not on1y effective in student services and 

residence 1iving groups, -but also app1icab1e to the totality of educationa1 process. 

This practice evidences both se1f-eva1uation and participatory management. En

virOnmenta1 assessment and intervention are carried out not for the participants 

but with them. This innovative endeavor deve10ped in the past decade is especia1-

1y promising and va1uab1e, because university prob1ems extend beyond the range 

of influence of any sing1e agency and cooperation, and universalization of univer

sity campus activities can be facilitated through ecosystem perspective and efforts. 

This process a1sO'"-calls for follow-ups and reasséssments, and its continuous feed

back of information enhances educationa1 improvement. Hurst fee1s that the 

ecosystem perspective provides a conceptualization that h01ds great promise 

as cornerstone in the foundation of student affairs work in the eighties and nine

ties. (1 2, p. 83) Many educators share the confidence in the future stated by 

Pau1: 

A shared go祉- is a powerful way to reduce competition and initiate cooperation. 
This trend tow叫 the universa1ization of our activities on campus would seem to 
capture the nature of the “new frontier" awaiting us. The ecosystem perspective 
is a 企amework well suited to that new horizon. (20, p. 97) 
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生怠環境學在今'1導工作上之運用

張鼎鍾

摘要

本文就近年來新興之生態環墳學與大學語11導工作之理論與實蕩，揮重要及權威性

文獻加以探討，分下列四個單元說明之:

一、生態環境書11導學之定義、來源及理論基礎;

二、評審生態環境部|導之模式與方法;

三、模式之應用;

四、重要參考丈獻;

此一生態環揖訓導理論為新式高等數育行改方面帶來新動力，不僅在學生生活、

訓導工作方面發生欽益，亦可適用於整個教育過程。此法涉及自我穢討，評審及團體

參與管理，并經多數教育家公認是增進學校活動整合化最有欽的方法。
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